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CURVATURE, GEODESICS AND THE BROWNIAN MOTION

ON A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD I

RECURRENCE PROPERTIES

KANJI ICHIHARA

§ 0. Introduction

Let M be an n-dimensional, complete, connected and locally compact

Riemannian manifold and g be its metric. Denote by ΔM the Laplacian

on M.

The Brownian motion on the Riemannian manifold M is defined to

be the unique minimal diffusion process (Xt, ζ, Px, x e M) associated to the

Laplacian ΔM where ζ is the explosion time i.e. if ζ(ω) < +oo, lim.Xr

ί(<y)
t-*ζ

= oo. It should be remarked that ζ — +oo a.s. if M is compact. See
Mckean [7], page 90.

The Brownian motion X on M is said to be recurrent if for every

open subset U of M
Px{ω\Xt{ω) e U for some ί > 0 } = l o n M ;

otherwise it will be called transient.

It has been known that the Brownian motion on a compact Riemannian

manifold is recurrent. See for example Mckean [7] page 99. In this paper

we shall restrict our consideration to non compact case and clarify the

relation between the recurrent and transient properties of the process X

and geodesies, curvature of M.

In the first section we shall summarize recurrence and transience of

the Brownian motion on a rotationally symmetric Riemannian manifold

(See Section 1 for the precise definition). Section 2 is devoted to the dis-

cussion for the general case. Some examples will be shown in the last

section.
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H. Watanabe for their encouragement and interest in the preliminaries of
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§1. Brownian motion on a model Mo

Let us first give

DEFINITION 1.1 (Greene and Wu [3]). A Riemannian manifold Rn =

[0, +oo) x S*-1 given a metric dr2 + go(r)2dθ\ is called a model (MOfgo)

where g0 is a C° function on [0, +oo) which in addition satisfies: gQ > 0

on (0, +oo), gQ(0) = 0 and dgo/dr(O) = 1 and dθ2 denotes the canonical

metric on the unit sphere Sn~\

Let X°t = (rn θt) e [0, +co) x S71"1 denote the Brownian motion on the

model (Mo, g0). Then it is easy to see that recurrence and transience of

the Brownian motion X°t depend only on the behaviour of the radial process

rt and that the radial part rt of X°t is the unique one dimensional diffusion

process on the interval [0, +oo) governed by the differential operator

d2

 + (n - 1) dgQ(r) d

dr2 go(r) dr dr

Thus the next proposition easily follows from the criterion for the re-

currence and transience of diffusions in one dimension.

PROPOSITION 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent.

( i ) The Brownian motion X°t on a model (MOy g0) is recurrent.

(i i ) J+°3 gϋ(r)-n+1dr= + o o .

It is to be noted that gQ{r)n'ιdrdθ is the volume element at a point

(r, θ) e Mo.

In the remainder of this section we shall make some remarks on the

model (MQ9g0).

Remark 1.1. Let (Mo, g0) be a model. Define

KM- ! d2g0(r)
go(r) dr2

Let dMo(x0) denote the unit tangent vector at x0 = (r, θ) to the unique

geodesic joining the point x0 and the origin 0. Then K0(r) corresponds

with the sectional curvature of two dimensional planes at x0 containing

the vector dMo(xo). i.e.
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KMo(dMo(xo),X) = K0(r) for every unit vector XeN(dMo(xo))

where N(dMo(x0)) denotes the subspace of TX0(M0) orthogonal to the vector

<W*o) and KMo(X, Y), X,Ye TXo(M0) denotes the sectional curvature of Mo

for the two dimensional plane spanned by X and Y. Hereafter K0(r) will

be called the radial curvature of Mo. Furthermore it is also easy to see

that the radial Ricci curvature Ric^d^Xo)) is equal to (n — ϊ)K0(r). See

Milnor [9] for the definitions of the sectional and Ricci curvatures.

Remark 1.2. Let gi i = 1, 2 be two functions of the C°°([0, +oo)) class

such that for some Kι

Q(r) e C°°([0, +oo))

ψf = - Kt{r)gt(r) on [0, +oo)
dr2

and

dr

The following comparison theorem is well known.

STURM-LIOUVILLE COMPARISON THEOREM. Let gι

0(r) be as above. Assume

that for every r ^ 0

Kl(r) rg Kl(r).

// r0 is the first zero of gftr), then gl(r) ^ 0 and gl(r) >̂ go(r) hold in the

interval re (0, r0].

§ 2. Brownian motion on a Riemannian manifold M

In this section the Brownian motions on general Riemannian manifolds

will be discussed. First of all let KM( , ) and RicM( ) denote the sectional

and Ricci curvatures of M respectively as in the first section.

A smooth curve on M, m(r): [0, £(m)) -> M, £(m) <; +oo is said to be

a minimal geodesic if the following two conditions are satisfied.

( i ) m is a normal geodesic,

i.e. F^m = 0 and (m, m) = 1 on [0, £(m)).

(ii) d(m(0), m{r)) = r on [0, £(m)),

where V denotes the covariant differential, < , > is the inner product and

d(x, y), x,yeMis the distance induced by the Riemannian metric g. See
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Milnor [9] for the details.
Under the above preparation, we can now state our main theorems.

THEOREM 2.1. // for some peM there exists a model (Mo,g0) satisfying
the following conditions (i) and (ii), then the Brownian motion X on M is
recurrent

( i ) For every minimal geodesic m(r): [0, £(m)) -> M, m(0) = p,

mcM(m(r)) ^(n- ΐ)K0(r) on [0, t(m)).

(ii) J+°°go(r)-n+1dr = + c o .

THEOREM 2.2. Let M be simply connected. If for some peM there
exists a model (Mθ9go) satisfying the following two conditions (i) and (ii),
then the Brownian motion X on M is transient

( i ) For every normal geodesic m(r): [0, +oo) -> M, m(0) — p

KM(m(r), X) 5g K0(r) for every unit vector X e N(m(r)) on [0, +oo)

(ii) J+°° go(r)~n+1dr < + o o .

In order to prove the above theorems, we shall introduce some no-

tations.

τx(ω) = inf {t > 0\d(p, Xt(ω)) £ 1}

σp(ω) = i n f {t > 0\d(p, Xt(ω)) ^ p] , p>l

a n d

ΦP(x) = PΛTI < σp] , φjx) = PAτ, < ζ] .

Since lim σp(ω) = ζ(ω), lim φp(x) = φ^{x) for each x e M, Furthermore we

set φp(x) = 1 — i^|>-ΓlΛ^]

Γ o . ^ ί x e S ί ^ - l O l lim φp(y) = 0}

and

Γ0,TO = {xeM|d(p,x) = 1} Π UΛ,,

where ^ = {x e M\d(p, x) < p}.
The following proposition will be proved in the same way as in Ichihara

[4], Chapter 2.
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PROPOSITION 2.1. For each p e (1, + oo]

( i ) φpe C~(ΣP - I,) and ΔMφp = 0 in Σp -

(ii) Λ(y) >ft(χ) P
[0 if d(p,x) =

iϊere φp(y)-+gp(x) means as follows. In case p< +oo, φp(yn)-+gp(x) if

yn,n2sl eΣp — Σι tends to xe Γ0>p and l im^(yn) = 0. 7τι case ^ = + 0 0 , φ^(yn)

-+goo(x) = 1 i/ JVnsu € {x € M: d(p, x) > 1} te^ids to xeΓ0)OO and l im^(y n)
W-»oo

= 0 for every β e (1, ̂ 0), with a positive constant p0 = pQ(x) > 1.

We now introduce the Dirichlet integral on a bounded open subset

Ω of M.

D(φ : Ω) = f <grad0, grad^> dV
J Ω

where φ e CQ(Ω), the set of infinitely differentiate, real valued functions

with compact support in Ω and dV is the Riemannian volume of M.

Define, for a fixed compact subset K of Ω9 H
0Λ{Ω, K) to be the closure

of the set of functions φ 6 C^(Ω) with φ = 1 on K.

The following lemma is a special case of the Dirichlet principle. See

also Ichihara [4].

LEMMA 2.1. For every pe(l, +00), φpeHϋΛ{Σp,Σ^) and φp minimizes

the Dirichlet integral

D(φ : Σp) = ί <grad φ, grad φ} dV
JΣP

over W\Σpi Σ,).

The following theorem is a fundamental criterion for recurrence and

making use of Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1, we can prove it by a similar

argument to Ichihara [4].

THEOREM 2.3. The following two conditions are equivalent.

( i ) The Brownίan motion X on M is recurrent.

(ii) limD(φp:Σ,) = 0.

Thus in order to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it suffices to verify the

condition (ii) in Theorem 2.3. To do this we need some preparation from

Riemannian geometry, which is summarized below.

Cut loci. (See Kobayashi and Nomizu [6] for the details) For xeM, set
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Sx = {XeTx(M):(X,X) = l}

where TX(M) is the tangent space at xeM, and for XeSx.

μx(X) = sup{Z > 0 : d(x, expx (sX)) = s for every s e (0, t)}

C(x) = {μ(X)X:XeSx and μ(X) < + oo}

C(x) =

The sets C(x) and C(x) are called the cut loci for a point xe M in TX(M)

and M respectively.

The following properties will be used in the proof of our main theorems.

(A) The measure of C(x) is zero.

(B) Set E == {tX: 0 £ t < μ(x), Xe Sx}, then exp maps E diffeomorphi-

cally onto an open subset M\C(x).

We are now in a position to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first define the following functions

' go(s)-n+ίds

if r€(l,p)
~n+1ds

1 if 0 £ r ^

0 otherwise

and Ψp(x) — ψp(d(p, x)). Then it is obvious that

1 i

and Ψp{x) is Lipschiz continuous, and so Ψp e H°^(ΣP, ΣJ. Consequently

applying Lemma 2.1, we obtain

( * ) ί <grad φp, grad φp) dV £ f <grad Ψp, grad Ψp} dV.
J^^, JΣP

Thus for the proof of Theorem 2.1, it is enough to show that the right

hand side of (*) tends to zero as p-+ +oo.

Let C(p) be the cut locus of p. Note that we may assume μ(θ) >̂ 1

for every θeS71'1 = Sp without loss of generality. From the property (B)

in "Cut loci", by the exponential map, we can pull back the Dirichlet

integral (*) to the tangent space TP(M) at p.
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f <gradΨp, gradΨp)dV = f dθ Γ ' ) Λ ' (*p\%G(r, θ)dr
JΣP JSn-l J l \ dr I

where G(r, θ) — \/det(g^)(r, θ), g = g^dx^Xj and dθ is the uniform measure

on Sn-\
On the other hand, from the assumption on curvature in Theorem

2.1, Laplacian comparison theorem, Greene and Wu [3] implies that for

every θ e S71'1 and r e (0, μ{θ))

1 3G(r, θ) , (n - 1) dgo(r)

G(r,θ) dr ~ go(r) dr

From this, it is easy to show that with a positive constant C

for every θ e S71'1 and r e [0, ̂ ) ) . Combining all of this we have

<gradF p ,gradr,>dV= dθ\ (*p-\ G(r, θ)dr
JΣP Js"-i Ji \ dr /

φ)-n+'dr

which from the assumption (ii) converges to zero as p -> + oo. Thus we

have completed the proof of Theorem 2.1. q.e.d.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. First note that under the assumption (i) in

Theorem 2.2, Rauch comparison theorem gives the non existence of conju-

gate points to the point p. Therefore the exponential map at p induces

a diffeomorphism between TP(M) and M, because M is simply connected.

See Cheeger and Ebin [2], page 36, 37. Using this fact, we shall pull

back the Dirichlet integral of φp to the tangent space TP(M).

i.e. f <grad φp, grad φp}dV = f dθ Γ <grad φp, grad φp)G(r, θ)dr
JΣp Jsn-i J l

and it is easy to see that

£f dθ\Ί^G(r,θ)dr.
Jsn-i Ji \ dr I

Now applying the Schwarz inequality, we obtain
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dθ-

On the other hand, under the assumption (i) of Theorem 2.2, Hessian com-
parison theorem, Greene and Wu [3] gives that for every (r, θ) e (0, + oo)

1 dG(r,θ) . ( n - 1 ) dgo(r)
G(rfθ) dr - go(r) dr

Consequently we have, with a positive constant C

for every (r, θ) e [0, + 00) x S*'1. Thus we get

\

, θ)dr
lim f <grad φp9 grad ^>d V ^ lim ί cί̂  —

> 0

from the assumption (ii). This together with Theorem 2.3 completes the
proof. q.e.d.

§ 3. Examples

In this section we shall show several examples to illustrate our
theorems.

1. (Two dimensional case) Before showing our examples, we shall
make a remark. Let M be a two dimensional, C°°, simply connected, non
compact Biemannian manifold. It follows from complex function theory
that M is conformally diffeomorphic either to the complex plane or to the
unit disk in the complex plane. (See for example Springer [10].) In the
first case one says that M is parabolic, in the second case hyperbolic.

In connection with probability theory, Kakutani [5] has proven that
the Brownian motion on M is recurrent if and only if the manifold M is
parabolic.

1.1. Let M be a two dimensional (not necessarily simply connected)
Riemannian manifold and K(x), x e M be the Gaussian curvature of the
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Riemannian manifold. The following proposition which is essentially due

to Blanc and Fiala [1] is obtained as a corollary to Theorem 2.3.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If the total absolute curvature is finite

f \K(x)\dV(x)< +oo
JM

i.e.

then the Brownian motion X on M is recurrent

Proof. From the property (B) of the cut locus, we have that relative

to geodesic polar coordinates (r, θ) centered at a fixed point peM, the

Riemannian metric is of the form dr2 + g(r, θfdθ2 in {(r, θ) e (0, +°o) x S1:

r e (0, μ{θ))} and so

ί \K(x)\dV(x) = f \K(x)\dV(x) = f dθ P \K(r, θ)\g(r, θ)dr
JM J M\C(p) J 51 JO

by the property (A). On the other hand, the Gaussian curvature K(r, θ)

at (r, θ), θ e S\ re [0, μ{θ)) is represented in the following way. See Struik

[11].

K{r,θ)= - d2g(r, θ)
g(r, θ) 3r2

Therefore we obtain

\K(x)\dV(x) =\dθ\
J M J S Jo

d2g(r, θ)

dr2
dr< +oo

Set

C{θ) = f
J(

Then for r < μ(θ),

0

dg(r, θ)
dr

dr < + oo a.a.θeS1.

, θ)

9s2
dr

Since 3g(O,0)/9r=l, Struik [11], it follows

d2g(s, θ)

3s2

Consequently from the fact g(0, θ) = 0, we get
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dg(s, θ)g(r, θ) ̂  Γ
Jo ds

We now define

ds ^ (C(θ) + l)r.

r e ( 1 , p )ψp(r) = I logp

I 1, r£ 1

Ψp(x) = ψ,(d(p, x)).

Then by the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it follows that

<grad^, g r a d e d F ^ J^ <grad Ψp, grad r ,

Γ Γμ{θ)ί\P 1

Jsi Ji r2

£ f <W f '( l
Jsi Ji

which goes to zero as p -+ +oo. This implies recurrence of the process X.

1.2. Let M be a two dimensional Riemannian manifold and K(x) de-
note the Gaussian curvature of M as in Example 1.

( i ) If for some p e M

K(x) ^ -
d(p, x)2-log d(p, x)

holds outside of a compact subset of M, then the Brownian motion X on
M is recurrent.

(ii) Assume that M is simply connected and that its Gaussian cur-
vature K (x) is nonpositive everywhere. If for some pe M and a positive
constant ε

= d(p, x)2logd(p, x)

holds outside of a compact subset of M, then the Brownian motion X on
M is transient.
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It should be remarked that the result (i) is a generalization of Milnor

[8] and Greene and Wu [3] and (ii) is due to them.

Proof of (i). In order to prove (i), it suffices to construct a model

(M0,gQ) which satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1. To do

this, we first define a function K0(r) e C°°([0, +oo)) nonpositive as follows.

( i ) With a positive constant C

K0(r)= - - ^ ί — on [C, +oo) .
r2 log r

(ii) K0(d(p, x)) £ K(x) on M.

Let gQ(r)e C~([0, +oo)) be the unique solution of the following Jacobi

equation.

d2g0(r)

dr2
= - KQ(r)g0(r)

(0) 0, ^ ( 0 ) l .
dr

Then from the assumptions on K(r) and the Strum Comparison Theorem,

it follows that gQ(r) > 0 for r > 0. Thus we have obtained a model (Mθ9 g0)

which obviously satisfies the condition (i) in Theorem 2.1. The integral

condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 will be verified following the argument of

Milnor [8].

Let

= r log r, r^>C and

g^r) dr2 r2 log r

Multiplying a small positive constant if necessary, we may assume

(**)

Suppose that there exists a number Cj e (C, + oo) such that

gi(r) > go(r), re [C,C,)

and
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Then for r e [C, CJ

> = - KQ(r)g0(r) = - K

Integrating both sides, we have for r e [C, CJ

dr dr ~~ cir dr

and so from the above assumption (**)

ψ < ψ farrelCCa.
αr αr

Integrating this inequality, we get for r e [C, CJ.

&(r) - Λ(O < ft(r) - gί(C).

Consequently it follows from the assumption (*) that

go(r) < gt(r)

for any r e [C, CJ, which is a contradiction. Thus we have shown that

go(r) < gi(r) = r log r for every r > C.

Since = +00, it also follows that
J r log r

Γ dr

go(r)
= +00.

q.e.d.

The proof of (ii) will be done in a similar way to that of (i), using the

test function &(r) = r (logr)1+ε/2 instead.

3 Let M be an n (^ 3) dimensional, complete, connected Riemannian

manifold. Then we have

( i ) If for some p e M and a positive constant ε,

"the Ricci curvature at x" > (^ ~ χ) + ε 1
4

holds outside of a compact subset of M, then the Brownian motion X on

M is recurrent.

(ii) Suppose that M is simply connected and that the sectional
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curvature of M is nonpositive. Then the Brownian motion X on M is

transient.

The proofs of the above results are carried out by the same comparison

methods as in Example 2. We only note that the test functions gx{r) =

(log r)k with a sufficiently large k and g^r) = r will be used instead re-

spectively.

4. We consider an embedded n-dimensional hypersurface Sn in Rn+ί

defined by

&n X-n+ί = J\Xl9 ' ' ' 1 Xn)

For the surface we have

( i ) n = 2.

(A) For f(xu x2) = x\ — x\, the Brownian motion X on S2 is recurrent.

(B) If / is a radial function, then the Brownian motion on S2 is

recurrent.

(ii) n ^ 3. Suppose / is a radial function.

(A) If for all sufficiently large x e Rn,

df

Λog\x\

with a positive constant C, then the Brownian motion X on Sn is recurrent.

(B) If for a positive constant ε

d\x

then the Brownian motion X on Sn is transient.

In order to prove the case (i), (A), it suffices making use of the

Gaussian curvature

f f — P
11 2 (fk + ίl, + i)2 '

to verify that the total absolute curvature is finite.

The proof of the cases (i), (B) and (ii) proceeds as follows. Since f

is a radial function, with polar coordinates (r, θ) of Rn, we have

dxl + + dxl + dx2

n+1 = dr2 + r2dθ2 + ffdr2.

Set
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p(r) = Γ Λ/Ϊ + fl du and s = p{r).
Jo

Then Sn is a model with geodesic polar coordinates (s, θ) and its Riemannian
metric has the form

ds2 + (p-\s)fdθ2

where p~ι is the inverse function of p. On the other hand, since

Γ+o° 1 f+

J (P'KS))71'1 J

the conclusions follow from Proposition 1.
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